Answer Key

Eigo Ganbare!!

Class (

) No (

) Name (

)

全員参加で楽しくガンバロウ

This is ~ which became ~.

I have a dream.

A: 「What is this?
B: This is a speech which [that] became famous.」
Role Play!

A: I see. I want to listen to his speech.

Write the answer. Then, do the role play.
1.

2.

3.

a comic book
(

a statue
)

4.

(

a commuter train
)

5.

an ipad
)

)

6.

a movie
(

(

(

a symbol of freedom | popular |

a castle
)

(

)

useful | crowded | a world heritage | a classic

I have a dream.

Writing!
Example: This is a speech which became famous.
(became famous)

1. ___________________________________________________.

the bus

(goes to the train station)

2. ___________________________________________________.
(make loud noises)

fire crackers

Writing!
Look at the chart and write your answer.

Example 01: Hisashi Iwakuma | a pitcher |W- L
Hisashi Iwakuma is a pitcher who has won fifteen games._____
Example 02: Robinson Cano | an infielder | HR
Robinson Cano is an infielder who has made fourteen homeruns._
1. Chris Capuano | pitcher | W- L
_______________________________________________________.
2. Evan Longoria | infielder | HR
_______________________________________________________.
3. Drew Butera | catcher | HR
_______________________________________________________.
4. Dexter Fowler | outfielder | HR
_______________________________________________________.

Cultural Learning!

These are TV shows which became popular!
Doraemon and One Piece are known by many young Japanese because they
are popular. They are in manga books, games, and on TV.
Which do you like the best? Reading these books, playing them on a game
console, or watching them on TV? If you like to watch them, they are usually
seen on TV every week. But, did you know they are also popular in other
countries? Did you know when they came to the U.S.A. and in England?
Below are the two TV shows which just became popular in English!

Let’s watch these TV intros.

Q & A:
Follow Eigo Ganbare on Aurasma!

1. What is popular in Japan?
(For example: This is ~ which became ~ in Japan. It is called ~.)

_______________________________________________________________.
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